announces...

"From Fresh Water"
by
Stan Rogers

Produced by Paul Mills for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation/Société Radio-Canada with the assistance of the Canada Council

CHM 001 - From Fresh Water - Stan Rogers. This album "fills the gap in the map" as Stan put it, between Fogarty's Cove and Northwest Passage. LP or cassette

CHM 002 - Flirtin' - Jude Johnson. An album of original sassy jazz, warm lyrical ballads, and dramatic explorations into the art of vocal styling. LP only

R 002 - For the Family - An album of Canadian folk and traditional music produced for Folk Tradition by Stan Rogers, Garnet Rogers and Jim Morison. LP or cassette

Still available from... Fogarty's Cove Music Inc.

FCM 001 - Fogarty's Cove
LP or cassette

FCM 001 - Turnaround
LP or cassette

FCM 002 - Between The Breaks...Live!
LP or cassette

FCM 003 - Unmasked
by Grit Laskin. LP only

FCM 004 - Northwest Passage
LP or cassette

FCM 005 - This Side Of The Ocean
by The Friends of Fiddler's Green LP only

FCM 006 - La Ronde Des Voyageurs
by Éritage LP only

Songs from Fogarty's Cove -
Music from Stan's first four albums in Songbook form.

To be on our mailing list, or to receive order form please write:

Cole Harbour Music Ltd.,
14 Hess Street South, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada L8P 3M9 (416) 523-4676